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ABSTRACT
When an individual loses their website and a backup cannot be found, they can download and run Warrick, a webrepository crawler which will recover their lost website by
crawling the holdings of the Internet Archive and several
search engine caches. Running Warrick locally requires some
technical know-how, so we have created an on-line queueing
system called Brass which simplifies the task of recovering
lost websites. We discuss the technical aspects of reconstructing websites and the implementation of Brass. Our
newly developed system allows anyone to recover a lost website with a few mouse clicks and allows us to track which
websites the public is most interested in saving.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services—Web-based services; H.3.7 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries—Collection

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
digital preservation, search engine caches, web archiving

1.

INTRODUCTION

The ephemeral nature of the Web has been well documented over the past decade [4, 9, 14]. Web archives like
the Internet Archive (IA) have responded by crawling and
archiving as much of the Web as possible. Search engines
have also made indexed pages available from their caches although such resources are not kept long-term. These archiving and caching activities have allowed individuals to recover
personal and third party websites that would have been permanently lost without these services [15, 20, 29].
To automate the process of recovering lost websites, we
created a web-repository crawler named Warrick in 2005
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[23]. Warrick recovers lost resources from four web repositories (Internet Archive, Google, MSN and Yahoo) and
searches recovered pages for links to other lost resources.
The Internet Archive endorses using Warrick [12] since in
the past IA employees have spent considerable time recovering websites for individuals who have asked for help.
Warrick has been used by us and others to recover a variety of lost websites. We are currently aware of about 50 specific sites that have been recovered, although our logs show
Warrick has been downloaded around 2200 times. Several
examples are listed in Table 1, illustrating the wide variety
of reasons why websites are lost: hard drive crashes, hacking, accidents, death, etc. None of these events are likely
to reduce in occurrence in the future; there will always be
a reliance on third-party archives and caches because website backups will not always be available. More detail about
some of these recoveries are discussed in [15, 20, 25].
Although we have received numerous emails from individuals who have successfully used Warrick, we have also
received numerous requests for help. Many individuals do
not have the technical background to install and run Warrick (which requires a properly-configured Perl installation),
and some are overwhelmed by the seeming complexity of the
command-line interface. Furthermore, Google has stopped
allowing users to obtain new Google API keys which Warrick
needs to operate [8].
These problems have inspired us to produce an easy-to-use
web interface and queuing system for Warrick which we call
Brass1 . Brass allows users to provide websites they would
like recovered, and once the sites are recovered, users receive
email notifications to pick-up their recovered websites. Brass
allows us to track who is using Warrick and what types of
websites are being recovered. We also have contact information in case we would like to request additional information
about the recoveries; we have used contact information in
the past to find interview participants for researching the
personal archiving habits of individuals [15].
A simple web interface would have been less difficult to
implement except that Warrick is limited in the number of
queries it can issue per day, per IP address, as imposed by
search engine API restrictions. Therefore Brass must queue
jobs to be executed on a number of servers. The distributed
nature of Brass required special design considerations. In
this paper, we explore the technical processes and considerations of recovering lost websites with Warrick and Brass.
1

Warrick is named after a fictional forensic scientist with a
penchant for gambling who appears on the CSI television
show; Brass is his boss.

Table 1: Sample of Reconstructed Websites
Date
Oct. 2005
Jan. 2006
Mar. 2006
Apr. 2006
Apr. 2006
Aug. 2006
Oct. 2006
Oct. 2006
Oct. 2006
Apr. 2007
Apr. 2007

Website description
International WWW’06 conference website
Kickball organization
Christian academic article archive
Educational site about Roman history
Fan site of Israeli pop singer Shiri Maimon
Personal website
Limo company
US Congressman Mark Foley’s websites*
Supports sexual assault victims of Darfur*
Academic law organization in India
Professional technical organization
*Reconstructed by
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How it was lost
Fire destroyed the building housing the web server
Web server’s hard drive crashed and no backups were made
ISP hosting the site for free discontinued their service
Website owner died, and website eventually ceased operating
Website was hacked, and owner did not have backups
ISP accidentally deleted the site and did not have a backup
All ISP’s sites were pulled by police because ISP was hosting illegal content
Sites were pulled when Foley resigned over inappropriate conduct
Unknown
Owner accidentally deleted the site
Web server crashed and backups only partially worked
request of the Library of Congress.

Table 2: Repository Request Methods and Limits
Web repository
Request method Daily limit
Internet Archive Page scraping
1000
Google
Google API
1000
Yahoo
Yahoo API
5000
MSN
MSN API
10,000

Web

Repo

Web
repos

Repo

Figure 1: Architecture of a traditional web crawler
(top) and web-repository crawler (bottom).

2.

CRAWLING WEB-REPOSITORIES

The top of Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a traditional web crawler [7]. The crawler is initialized with one
or more seed URLs which are placed into the crawl frontier.
URLs are extracted from the frontier, downloaded from the
Web and stored in a local repository. HTML resources (and
sometimes other resource types) are searched for additional
URLs which are canonicalized and placed on the frontier if
they have not yet been visited.
Figure 1 (bottom) shows a similar architecture for a webrepository crawler. A web-repository crawler must also maintain a frontier and list of visited URLs, but instead of downloading from the Web, resources are extracted from web
repositories. This requires a web-repository crawler to de-

cide between multiple versions of a resource when more
than one are found with the same same URI. The canonical
version of a resource may be chosen over a non-canonical
version in some cases (e.g., PDF from IA vs. HTMLized
version from a search engine cache), or the most recently
archived/cached version may be chosen instead of an older
version. There are additional URL canonicalizing issues
when determining if different URIs from two different repositories are actually pointing to the same resource [20].
A web-repository crawler may extract resources from a
repository by screen-scraping search result pages and/or by
using available APIs. In our implementation of Warrick, we
use screen-scraping for accessing IA since no API is available, but we use the APIs for accessing the search engine
caches. Although past experimentation has suggested that
Google’s and Yahoo’s APIs are serving from smaller indexes
[21], Google explicitly prohibits automated querying of their
web interface [10], and Google and Yahoo have temporarily
blacklisted our IP addresses in past experiments when they
detected we were making automated queries [18].
Just as a web crawler avoids over-burdening a web server
by delaying between requests and issuing a limited number
of requests in a particular time interval, a web-repository
crawler may also limit daily requests to web repositories.
The search engine APIs allow only a limited number of
queries from distinct IP addresses or from certain keys which
Warrick must adhere to (Table 2). Although IA does not
publish a request limit, Warrick does not make more than
1000 requests per day per IP address, the same limit used
by the Google API. These daily limits make reconstructing
large websites a time-intensive process.
Another similarity between web crawlers and web-repository
crawlers can be seen in how they find resources from their
crawling target. Although web crawlers have traditionally
been unable to ask a web server, “What are the set of URLs
on your website?” [5], newer methods like the Sitemaps
Protocol [28] (supported by Google, MSN and Yahoo) and

Figure 2: Screenshot of Brass’s submit job interface.

mod oai [26] have been designed to give this functionality to
web crawlers. Similarly, most web repositories can be asked
to list the set of URLs they have stored for a particular website. We call these types of queries lister queries [20]. Lister
queries often have limitations; most search engines will not
return more than 1000 URLs even when thousands more
are cached. When this limit is exceeded, a web-repository
crawler must ask the web repository, “Do you have this URL
stored?” for each URL since it cannot be sure about its status. This greatly slows down reconstructions of large websites and wastes many queries on un-cached resources.

3.

BRASS

When a user wants to recover a lost website with Brass,
they are presented with the screen shown in Figure 2. The
user’s email address is requested so the user can verify the
job through email (so automated attempts to start jobs are
thwarted) and so we may notify the user when the website
has been fully recovered. The user must also provide the
base URL of the lost website and indicate which web repositories should be used in the recovery. A date range can be
given if IA is selected by itself, otherwise the most recent
version of resources from IA is selected by Warrick.
Once the user submits the job, Brass assigns a unique key
to the job and sends a job verification email to the user.
Once the user replies to the verification email, the job is
placed in a queue to be executed once a free machine is
available. The job may take several days to process if there
are many jobs in front of it or if recovering a very large
website. The user may check on the status of submitted
jobs at any time (Figure 3). Once the job completes, an

Figure 3: User checking status of two jobs.

email is sent to the user with a link, allowing the user to
download the completed reconstruction. Periodic reminders
are sent to the user for several weeks if the job is not picked
up.
A job moves through four states in Brass:
1. Pending: The job has been submitted by the user (Figure
2), but has not yet been confirmed via email. After ten
days, pending jobs are removed from the system.
2. Queued : The job has been confirmed by the user and is
scheduled to run. Although the administrator can reposition jobs in the queue, normally they are scheduled to
run in the order they were confirmed.
3. Processing: The job is currently running. Due to the
query limitations discussed in Section 2, large jobs can
remain in this state for several days.
4. Completed : The job is finished running and is ready for
pick-up by the user (in the form of a gzipped tar file–
.tar.gz). An email reminder is sent periodically, and if
the job is not picked up in several weeks, it is deleted
from the system.
Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture of Brass. Jobs
are stored in an XML file on the web server as shown in the
example in Figure 5. Our implementation uses the Apache
Tomcat web server [1] which runs on the primary web server
and each worker machine. When a job is to be started on
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Figure 4: Brass architecture.

<job>
<key>uniquekey</key>
<fname>John</fname>
<lname>Smith</lname>
<email>john@hotmail.com</email>
<commandLine>--recursive --debug
--output-file recondir/uniquekey/log.txt
--target-directory recondir/uniquekey/
--google-api http://my-lost-website.com/
</commandLine>
<submitDate>2007-04-12 09:41:53</submitDate>
<status>processing</status>
<reminderToConfirm>1</reminderToConfirm>
<lastConfReminder>2007-04-12 09:45:26</lastConfReminder>
<assignDate>2007-04-13</assignDate>
<processId>124</processId>
<urlsProcessed>462</urlsProcessed>
<urlsRecovered>390</urlsRecovered>
<reminderToPickup>0</reminderToPickup>
<lastPickupReminder />
<pickupDate />
<pickedUp>no</pickedUp>
</job>

Figure 5: Job information stored in XML.

a free machine, Brass performs an http GET request with
the proper parameters to the Tomcat instance on the target
machine. The GET request starts the reconstruction controller (RC), a script which launches Warrick and performs
an http GET request back to the primary web server when
Warrick completes. This in turn triggers an email to be sent
to the user and changes the job’s status to complete.
Each instance of Warrick outputs its current status to a
log file. For simplicity, Brass and all the worker machines
share a common filesystem, so checking on the current status
of each Warrick process can be done from the primary web
server by examining the log files which all reside in the same
networked directory. The log files are accessible to the admin
via the web browser for potential trouble-shooting.
The Brass administrative interface (Figure 6) allows the
admin to view jobs in their various states. A progress bar is
used to show the status of processing jobs (processed URLs
/ [processed URLs + queued URLs]), and the screen is updated when the page is refreshed. The admin can move
jobs in the queue, manually start jobs on specific machines,
delete jobs and add new worker machines. A history is kept
of all jobs and is accessible through the browser or by downloading an XML file.

4.

OTHER WARRICK DEPLOYMENTS

Other methods of deploying Warrick could be utilized in
the future. To make running Warrick locally on the client
more intuitive, we could produce a graphical user interface,
and we could develop a more sophisticated installation program to simplify the installation process. If we wanted to
track usage, Warrick could communicate its usage parameters to us at each invocation. Managing usage of Google
API keys would be the most challenging aspect since only
one Warrick process can use the same key in a 24 hour period. Also it is not a trivial task to create an application
which is easy to install on any number of operating systems.
Even for programming languages like Perl and Java which
are advertised as operating system independent, work must
still be done to ensure the proper libraries and runtime environments are installed.
Another method would be to use a web interface, but
execute the queries from the client’s machine. Java applets,
ActiveX controls and Flash are particularly well-suited to
such an architecture. In this case the user could download
the browser plug-in or client-side application and use a web
interface like the one Brass uses. This solution would also
require the user to leave their browser window open and
unaltered and leave their computer connected to the Internet
while reconstructing a website.

5.

RELATED WORK

Web crawling has mainly been studied in the context of
search engines (e.g., [2, 6], web characterization (e.g., [3]),
web archiving (e.g., [17, 24]) and the Deep Web (e.g., [16,
27]). Our work has focused on using the crawler activity
of search engines and web archives for preserving the Web
at large and developing a different type of crawler: a webrepository crawler. After our initial experiments with Warrick [23], our work on web-repository crawling has focused on
evaluating different crawling policies [20] and characterizing
search engine caches [22]. We have also done large-scale experiments monitoring and reconstructing hundreds of websites over a period of 14 weeks to determine the most important factors in reconstructing websites from the Web Infrastructure (the combined efforts of web archives and search
engine caches) [19].
A vast amount of work has been done on queueing systems, and we refer the reader to any number of references
[11, 13]. Our primary motivation for developing a queueing
system is due to the query limit constraints of the search engine APIs. The query limits create a limited resource which
we allocate in FIFO order. Without these query limits, we
could launch Warrick processes simultaneously on the same
machine, and a queueing system would be unnecessary.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We have described some design considerations in a webrepository crawler and an implementation of a queueing system for Warrick. We have also described some possible
future deployment options which would allow Warrick to
“charge” queries to users rather than to our servers. We are
in the early stages of deploying Brass for public use, and
we hope to obtain new insights on what users deem “important,” based on usage statistics, in a few months. Based on
feedback we have received from Warrick users, Brass will be
very warmly received.

Figure 6: Screenshot of Brass’s admin interface.
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